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Abstract: To achieve a successful integration of fluctuating renewable power generation, the powerto-heat (P2H) conversion is seen as an efficient solution that remedies the issue of curtailments as
well as reduces carbon emissions prevailing in the district heating (DH) sector. Concurrently, the
need for storage is also increasing to maintain a continuous power supply. Hence, this paper presents
a MILP-based model to optimize the size of thermal storage required to satisfy the annual DH
demand of a community solely by P2H conversion employing renewable energy. The DH is supplied
by the optimal operation of a novel 2-km deep well heat pump system (DWHP) equipped with
thermal storage. To avoid computational intractability, representative time steps with varying time
duration are chosen by employing hierarchical agglomerative clustering that aggregates adjacent
hours chronologically. The value of demand response and the effect of interannual weather variability
are also analyzed. Numerical results from a Finnish case study show that P2H conversion utilizing
small thermal storage in tandem with the DWHP is able to cover the annual DH demand, thus leading
to a carbon-neutral DH system and, at the same time, mitigating the curtailment of excessive wind
generation. Compared with the annual DH demand, an average thermal storage size of 29.17 MWh
(2.58%) and 13.99 MWh (1.24%) are required in the business-as-usual and the demand response
cases, respectively.
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The current energy policies of the European Union (EU) and the Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) of the United Nations (UN) urge combating global
warming. As a result, the share of renewable energy generation capacity is substantially
increasing in energy systems. A key strategy is to replace centralized fossil fuel-based
energy generation with widely distributed clean renewable sources. This points to a
massive energy transition ahead, including long-term planning of generation expansion
and storage capacity. This clean energy transition not only includes the electrical power
sector but also necessitates more actions in the district heating (DH) sector, as most of the
end-use energy in Europe is in the form of heating [1]. For instance, heating and domestic
hot water, together, constitute over 80% of the households’ end-use energy in Finland [2].
Moreover, DH is mostly based on fossil fuels in Northern Europe such that it stands for
51% of all emissions in Helsinki, the capital of Finland [3].
While renewable energy sources (RES), such as wind and solar power, play an important role in the deep decarbonization of energy systems, they come with inherent variable
and intermittent power generation levels that render them un-dispatchable. Thus, in order
to achieve a successful integration of such RES technologies, smart grid solutions become
apparent. In this field, sector coupling of electricity and heat utilizing excess renewable
power generation to perform power-to-heat (P2H) conversion is an extensively proposed
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solution and has received increasing interest [4]. It implies that the excess renewable
generation, which would otherwise be curtailed, can be used to produce DH. The benefit of
this idea is twofold: first, it reduces the generation curtailments, and second, it reduces the
carbon emissions in the DH sector. In simple words, the DH system has a great tendency
to act as a sink for fluctuating RES generation.
Growing efforts have been dedicated to analyzing the flexibility and economic value
associated with P2H coupling. For example, it was concluded in [5] that P2H conversion
utilizing renewable generation was the most cost-efficient approach for minimizing carbon
emissions for the case of the Nordic–Baltic region. The results also highlighted the need for
thermal energy storage in conjunction with P2H application. Likewise, the authors in [6]
demonstrated that utilizing only heat pumps would significantly reduce the emissions of
DH in Helsinki under high wind power penetration. The work in [7] considered a 50% share
of wind generation for Helsinki and established that the P2H option complemented with
thermal storage would eliminate all the wind power curtailments. In [8], by considering
national and local cases in Finland, it was argued that electrification of the heating sector
could prove to be effective in mitigating CO2 but with a warning that wind generation
would not easily replace the electricity cogeneration in DH systems, due to adequacy
issues in peak hours. The foregoing discussed studies particularly focused on the Nordic
countries, as the DH load is quite significant due to the extreme and long winter season in
this region. Moreover, thermal storage was emphasized as an implicit component in P2H
application to eradicate generation curtailments.
While there is a consensus on the benefits of P2H coupling in mitigating curtailments,
demand response (DR) is also characterized as a cost-effective tool to address RES integration. DR aims to provide upward or downward regulating power to balance the
intermittent power levels of RES. Among DR loads, thermostatically controlled loads
(TCLs), such as heating, ventilation and air-conditioning and domestic hot water usage,
etc., occupy a leading slot. In the case of TCLs, the user-comfort is a function of temperature
dead band only, while a smart thermostat is a fundamental requirement to control the
thermal comfort level. The promising benefits offered by TCLs in the context of network
management, investment planning and balance reserves have gained much attention. For
instance, the system-wide potential of space heating loads for capacity planning of hydrogen energy storage in a highly renewable energy case of the Finnish power system was
considered in [9]. In [10], the flexibility potential of space heating together with domestic
hot water loads was analyzed, aiming at mitigating renewable generation curtailments for
a residential microgrid. Similarly, the on-site utilization of solar energy generation was
optimized by the support of TCLs in [11]. The above-discussed studies centered on space
heating loads also considered building thermal dynamics for efficient DR coordination.
In our previous work [12], the P2H option was considered, along with the DR of space
heating in a short-term operation-planning model enabling aggregator and households to
communicate with each other to achieve mutual benefits. However, in order to account for
events concerning high wind days or even very low wind days in P2H application for DH
demand, thermal storage is certainly required, as endorsed in the literature. Therefore, our
current work aims at optimal capacity planning of thermal storage in a DH system relying
entirely on P2H conversion to achieve a zero-emission system.
Indeed, the capacity planning of energy systems is a long-term planning problem spanning several years, and it needs to consider short-term operating conditions, as well [13].
It implies using hourly or sub-hourly time representation of the planning horizon, which
renders the model computationally intractable [14]. To deal with such issues, temporal
complexity reduction techniques, also known as time period clustering, are often applied
to power system planning studies. The goal of such time period clustering techniques is
to enhance computational efficiency, while preserving as much information as possible.
Consequently, a smaller number of representative periods is chosen to represent the whole
horizon. One of the broadly accepted approaches requires representing the time-dependent
parameters using system states. For instance, demand is first represented using dura-
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tion curves. The duration curves are segregated into blocks, which are approximated
with a finite number of segments [15]. Although this representation makes the model
computationally efficient, a major drawback is that it totally neglects the chronology and,
therefore, does not enable the inclusion of time-linking constraints, such as storage state of
charge dynamics, tracking indoor thermal comfort of end-users and generation ramping
constraints in the capacity planning model.
A more widely accepted time period clustering routine involves choosing representative days or weeks from a planning horizon to represent the annual variability of input
data [16,17]. Contrary to the duration curves, this clustering approach is capable of maintaining some chronology, at least within each representative day or week, which also allows
consideration of intraday time-linking constraints. In the context of storage investment,
the authors in [18] proposed a representative time period model with a transition matrix
to introduce some continuity between representative periods. The model was shown
to outperform both system state and conventional representative time period clustering.
However, such methodology fails to accurately consider interday storage dynamics in a
medium- or long-term planning horizon [14,19], which is crucial, particularly in highly
renewable generation power systems. Moreover, electricity demand has a diurnal pattern
that can be easily captured by representative periods. On the contrary, wind power generation is highly volatile. Such fast dynamics cannot be captured by representative days,
and hence, these clustering approaches undermine the short-term operating conditions in
long-term planning problems.
In this paper, we utilize the hierarchical agglomerative clustering procedure for retaining the chronological information of the planning horizon in order to accurately capture
the interday storage dynamics and track end-user thermal comfort levels concerning space
heating loads. This technique hierarchically clusters just adjacent hours chronologically,
according to Euclidean norm. There exist only a few studies applying chronological time
period clustering in power system expansion studies involving storage [20,21]. The authors
in [20] carried out a comprehensive comparison among four planning models, namely the
full hourly model (benchmark), a model based on 28 representative days, one based on
four representative weeks, and one based on chronological clustering using 672 timeslots
for storage expansion studies involving renewable generation. It was proved that the
chronological clustering-based model outperforms the remaining two time period representations in terms of error of the objective value. More recently, in a similar context, the
authors in [21] demonstrated a comparison between chronological clustering and coupling
clustering for days. The chronological clustering was proved to work more efficiently in
approximating the abrupt variations associated with wind. Thus, aggregating the consecutive hours chronologically, denoted here as chronological clustering, overcomes the
drawbacks of classical clustering approaches and brings economic value in combining
renewable generation with storage devices.
The contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
I.

II.

III.

IV.
V.

A thermal storage planning model is proposed to cover the annual DH demand of
a community solely by P2H conversion using wind power, thus leading to a fully
carbon-free DH system.
Chronological clustering is applied to accurately capture the midterm dynamics of
wind power and track the energy level of storage and thermal comfort level of each
end-user, while keeping the proposed planning model computationally tractable.
The P2H conversion is performed using a novel 2-km deep well heat pump (DWHP)
system. The thermal analysis of DWHP is conducted separately in Finnish conditions over a 25-year study period. Moreover, the DWHP is used for both heat
extraction and heat injection.
Space heating load, thermal comfort and the associated DR are modeled using a
two-capacity building thermal model.
The effect of interannual weather variability on storage size is studied by simulating
the optimization model with different weather inputs.

Finnish case based on the EU visions for the years 2030 and 2050 [22]. Finally, Section 5
concludes the paper.
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2.1. Two-Capacity Building Model
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Figure 1. Two-capacity building model prototype [12].
Figure 1. Two-capacity building model prototype [12].

The unknown parameters of the model are fine-tuned using the dynamic building
energy simulation tool IDA–ICE, which is used to study the indoor climate and energy
consumption of buildings. The test house is a single-family, two-floor house, with a total
built floor area of 180 m2 . The structure of the house is medium-weight passive, according
to the Finnish guidelines. More details of the prototype house, including the floor plan,
are given in [24]. During calibration, the indoor temperature set-point is 21 ◦ C [25]. The
heating power is cut off for six hours that results in an exponential drop in the indoor
temperature. The parameters are determined by minimizing the variance between the
response attained from the IDA–ICE model and the derived two-capacity model. The
calibration procedure is performed at three different outdoor temperatures, i.e., −10 ◦ C,
0 ◦ C and 10 ◦ C, as illustrated in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Calibration of the two-capacity building model [12].

2.2. Deep Well (Borehole) Heat Pump System
The P2H conversion employing clean renewable energy can provide aid for the evolution of the DH sector, as well as offer new options for balancing the large-scale intermittent
electricity generation. The P2H conversion is usually performed using community-scale
electric boilers and small-scale heat pumps. Concurrently, cutting emissions also requires
exploiting new types of heat sources and storages to match the scale of the DH consumption. Employing large-scale heat pumps utilizing geothermal energy can be a promising
solution in the future. The geothermal energy extracted 100–300 m below the ground with
stable temperatures between 5–7 ◦ C is classified as primary geothermal energy, whereas
the thermal energy extracted from the upper layers of the soil (a few meters deep), heated
by solar radiation and ambient temperature, is the secondary geothermal energy. Here, the
temperature varies from freezing conditions to 10–15 ◦ C. In either case, a heat pump is
necessary to increase the temperature of the heat source to the desired level, i.e., suitable
for a DH system.
In most heat pump applications, geothermal energy utilization has been limited to
primary geothermal energy. In Northern Europe and Finland, the geological conditions
involve old and stable bedrock, where the upper ground layers have cooled down, and
the thermal gradient in the rock is approximately 10–20 ◦ C per km [26]. Hence, harnessing
the geothermal energy for DH applications in Nordic conditions requires 1–3 km deep
boreholes coupled with the heat pump. Such deep heat boreholes (or deep heat wells) have
a temperature ranging between 20–40 ◦ C. In Finland, most of the ground-coupled heat
pumps exploit geothermal reserves less than 300 m deep, whereas deeper heat resources
have not been exploited. There is one deep heat well, 7 km deep, under the piloting
phase at the st1-Fortum site in Espoo, Finland, but the technology has not progressed for
commercial use yet. Further, due to a difference in climate, geography and building code,
the results obtained from deep heat wells installed elsewhere cannot be applied locally.
To date, there exist only a few studies addressing the thermal behavior of deep well
heat exchangers. In this area, the authors in [27] carried out a field test of three 2-km deep
heat wells situated in Xi’an, China. The results of the investigation were later matched
with the results obtained by simulating the numerical model. Similarly, [28] developed a
numerical model to study the thermal performance of a coaxial-shaped deep borehole heat
exchanger and replicated the measurements obtained from distributed thermal response
test from an installation in Norway. The simulation was done for boreholes in the depth
range of 200–1000 m. Recently, a detailed simulation study on the thermal behavior of a
2-km deep heat well in Finnish conditions was accomplished in [29]. The deep heat well
performance was analyzed for a period of 25 years, and it was shown to produce about
110 kW heat in a steady state. Moreover, the simulation model developed in [29] was
validated using the results presented in [28].
In this work, we utilize the simulation results of the 2-km deep heat well analyzed
in the Finnish geological conditions [29]. The reason for using the deep heat well is that
its annual heat output is about 30 times more than the conventional 300 m deep well [29].
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The deep well heat pump system (DWHP) is simply a combination of a deep heat well
and a heat pump. The deep heat well consists of a coaxial tube having an outer and inner
pipe incorporating opposite flows, as illustrated in Figure 3. The two pipes are insulated to
avoid thermal short-circuiting, which contributes to thermal losses. The DWHP can be used
for heat extraction and/or heat injection (thermal storage). In heat extraction mode, a fluid
at low temperature enters the well along the outer pipe and exits through the inner pipe.
During this flow, the fluid temperature increases, and this heat energy is transferred to the
coupled heat pump, which further raises the temperature to the desired level. Contrarily, in
heat injection mode, hot fluid enters the well through the middle pipe, transfers energy to
the surrounding bedrock and flows back upwards as a cooled fluid through the outer pipe.
Hence, the bedrock can be regenerated or charged, and the deep well operates as thermal
storage. In both cases, pumping power for fluid flow and compression power for raising
the fluid temperature are required, which can be utilized from wind power generation or
any other renewable energy.

Figure 3. Coaxial borehole heat exchanger coupled with the heat pump.

The numerical model of the DWHP was developed in COMSOL Multiphysics (software version 5.4), and the thermal performance in Finnish geological conditions was
simulated for a 25-year period with a time resolution of 7.5 h. A detailed description of the
model, the physical parameters of the deep heat borehole and the COMSOL modules used
can be found in [29,30]. In this work, the operation sequence of the DWHP is six months
of heat generation, followed by six months of heat injection. This operation sequence is
simulated for flow rates ranging from 0.5 kg/s to 15 kg/s to approximate the relationship
between electrical power input and heat power output of the DWHP for both operation
modes. Figure 4 illustrates the fluid temperature dynamics in borehole pipes for both
cycles at a flow rate of 6 kg/s. Figure 4a portrays the heat extraction cycle where the fluid
enters the outer pipe at 6 ◦ C and leaves the borehole through the central pipe at a higher
temperature, on average about 14 ◦ C at the end of each extraction cycle. Contrarily, in
Figure 4b, during the heat injection phase, hot fluid is injected at 70 ◦ C through the central
pipe, and the fluid returns through the outer pipe in the temperature range of 41–46 ◦ C.
Such a decline in temperature signifies that the surrounding bedrock absorbs heat. It can
also be seen for both phases in Figure 4 that the thermal dynamics of the borehole are faster
at the beginning, with a declining trend over the six months cycle. This saturation aspect is
explained by the finite thermal conductivity of the bed rock. The temperature variation,
depicted in Figure 4, can be converted into corresponding thermal powers.
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Figure 4. Thermal dynamics of deep well heat pump system (DWHP). (a) Fluid temperature in the
central pipe during heat extraction. (b) Fluid temperature in the outer pipe during heat injection [12].

The performance features of the DWHP for heat extraction and injection cases are
portrayed in Figure 5. Each characteristic curve is well-approximated using a quadratic
regression curve. Note that the minimum input power refers to a fluid flow rate of 0.5 kg/s.
The output heat power against each input in Figure 5 corresponds to the steady-state
simulated value obtained in the last six-month cycle of the 25-year study period. Figure 5a
shows that the extracted heat increases linearly until an input power of 77 kW. Increasing
input beyond 77 kW reduces the system coefficient of performance (CoP) in the heat
extraction mode. This is explained by the increased pressure drop when the flow rate is
increased above 6 kg/s, resulting in larger hydraulic losses, as the losses are proportional
to the square of the fluid velocity. In the heat injection phase, the heat absorption capacity
of the borehole limits the injection power so that the amount of absorbed heat is always
less than the available electricity input, as depicted in Figure 5b. The main limiting factor
for the heat injection rate is the heat transfer from the fluid to the surrounding rock. The
heat transfer inside the rock is dominated by the low heat conductivity, i.e., increasing
the flow rate, and, thus, the convective heat transfer at the fluid–rock interface would not
substantially improve the overall heat transfer rate.

Figure 5. DWHP system operational characteristics. (a) Heat extraction. (b) Heat injection.
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2.3. Time Series Aggregation
In the context of power system planning, time period clustering or aggregation is
broadly used to shrink the planning horizon by choosing a reduced number of representative time periods (hours, days, weeks, etc.). Hierarchical clustering is used in the current
subject matter, as the resultant representative time series is independent of the initialization
of the clustering algorithm. In other words, the clusters are reproducible. Further, it allows
the inclusion of additional principles regarding how individual clusters are iteratively
merged to form new clusters. Additionally, it aggregates only consecutive hours chronologically. Unlike classical clustering approaches, hierarchical clustering uses a dissimilarity
measure between each successive pair of clusters to determine which clusters are merged
in hierarchical agglomerative clustering. The hierarchical agglomerative clustering used
here is centered on Ward’s linkage criterion. Ward’s method involves recursively merging
consecutive pairs of clusters that minimally increase within cluster variance [31]. The
clustering procedure used in this work is explained below.
At first, the time-dependent parameters are normalized, so that the clustering would
be unaffected by the different orders of magnitude of parameters. Then, the time series of
all parameters are concatenated in a single time series {Xk }k=1, . . . ,8760 . For example, in our
case, there are two time-dependent parameters, namely outdoor temperature Tke driving
the space heating load and wind speed wt , to determine the wind power generation, Xk
= (Tke , wk ). Let R and R’ be the initial and the desired number of time steps (clusters) of
the normalized time series Xk , respectively. The steps to arrive from R to R’ clusters are
listed below:
I.

II.

The algorithm initializes as every single entry of the time series as its own cluster.
Fix the initial number of clusters r to the total number of time steps, i.e., 8760, in
our case.
Compute the centroid of each cluster K according to Equation (1)
XK =

1
Xk
|K | k∑
∈K

(1)

III.

Evaluate the dissimilarity index between each pair of contiguous clusters K and L
according to Ward’s criterion, as in Equation (2). |K | denotes the number of hours
in cluster K.
2|K || L|
2
(2)
X − XL
D (K, L) =
|K | + | L| K

IV.

Based on the dissimilarity matrix, combine the two closest adjacent clusters to form
a new cluster (K’, L’); (K’, L’)Єargmin D(K, L), where L belongs to the set of clusters
adjacent to the cluster K.
Update r with r − 1.
If r = R’, proceed to step VII; otherwise go to step II.
Replace the clusters formed in Xk with their cluster centroids. The duration of each
time step (cluster) in the representative time series is equal to the number of hours
forming that cluster.
The times series is rescaled to obtain the absolute values.

V.
VI.
VII.

VIII.

Note that the chronological clustering reduces the number of time-dependent parameters, variables and equations from R, i.e., 8760, to R’. For visualization, Figure 6 illustrates
the aggregation of wind speed (p.u.) time series performed using chronological clustering.
For a clear depiction, 200 consecutive hours are chosen out of the 8760 h clustered using
only 1752 time-steps, i.e., one-fifth of the actual time series. Each candidate cluster is
represented by its centroid. It can be seen in Figure 6 that time steps have a variable time
duration and the methodology well-approximates the highly fluctuating wind speed profile. Such time series cannot be accurately aggregated using the methodology employing
representative weeks, days or hours. In the case of multiple time-dependent parameters,
hierarchical clustering is applied to all parameters simultaneously in blocks. In this work,
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the weather parameters, namely wind speed and outdoor temperature, are clustered using
the method described above.

Figure 6. An illustration of chronological clustering using wind speed time series.

3. Optimization Model
This section presents the mathematical model for optimal sizing of the thermal storage
required to satisfy the DH demand of a community by P2H schemes. The storage sizing
model is formulated as a mixed-integer linear programming (MILP) model. To keep the
model simple, it is formulated as a deterministic optimization problem and planned for a
single year. However, the model was tested with different input time series to study the
interannual weather variability. The model is presented below.
TS
Minimize SOCmax
dwhp,e

Ptw − Ptwc = PtTS,ch + Pt
dwhp,e

Qt

(3)
dwhp,i

+ Pt

(4)

h
+ QtTS,dch = ∑ Qt,n

(5)

n

ch TS,ch
SOCtTS = SOCtTS
ωt − QtTS,dch ωt /η dch − εloss
t
−1 + η Pt

(6)

= µ SOCtTS
εloss
t
−1 ω t −1

(7)

TS,ch
0 ≤ PtTS,ch ≤ Pmax

(8)

TS,dch
0 ≤ QtTS,dch ≤ Qmax

(9)

TS
TS
SOCmin
≤ SOCtTS ≤ SOCmax

SOCtTS
=end

≥

SOCtTS
= t0

(11)

∑ QtBH,i ωt = ∑ QtBH,e ωt
t

dwhp,e

Qt

(10)

(12)

t



dwhp,e 2
dwhp,e
= A1 Pt
+ A2 Pt
+ A3 u t



dwhp,e
dwhp,e 2
QtBH,e = B1 Pt
+ B2 Pt
+ B3 ut
dwhp,e

Pmin

dwhp,e

ut ≤ Pt
dwhp,e

Pt

dwhp,e

≤ Pmax

ut

(13)
(14)
(15)

= ∑ Di yt,i

(16)

= ∑ ( Di )2 yt,i

(17)

i




dwhp,e 2

Pt

i
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∑ yt,i = 1

(18)



dwhp,i 2
dwhp,i
QtBH,i = C1 Pt
+ C2 Pt
+ C3 vt

(19)

i

dwhp,i

Pmin

dwhp,i

vt ≤ Pt
dwhp,i

Pt

dwhp,,i

≤ Pmax

vt

(20)

= ∑ Ej zt,j

(21)

2
= ∑ Ej zt,j

(22)

j




dwhp,i 2

Pt

j

∑ zt,j = 1

(23)

j

ut + vt ≤ 1
a
Tt,n

=

Tta−1,n +

ωt
Cna



g g

h
m
e e
x x
sol
int
Hnm Tt,n
−1 + Hn Tt + Hn Tn + Hn Tn + φt,n + φt,n + Qt,n


g
1 + Cωat Hnm + Hne + Hn + Hnx
n


y
Ttm−1,n + Cωmt Hnm Tta−1,n + Hn Tte
n
m


Tt,n
=
y
1 + Cωmt Hnm + Hn
n


∆
∆
a
set
h
set
+ M xt,n
Tn − ≤ Tt,n ≤ Tn +
2
2


h
h
0 ≤ Qt,n
≤ Qmax
1
−
x
n
t,n

(24)

(25)

(26)

(27)
(28)

h
ωt = βhn
∑ Qt,n

(29)

∑ Ptwc ωt ≤ α∑ Ptw ωt

(30)

t

t

t

In the above problem, the objective function (Equation (3)) is the minimization of
thermal storage capacity. The electrical power balance and the DH power balance are
managed in Equations (4) and (5), respectively. Note that all the DH loads must be satisfied
using wind power in order to ensure zero emissions in the DH sector. The thermal storage
charging and discharging dynamics are captured in Equation (6). The thermal storage is
charged using electricity from wind power generation, where it is stored as heat energy.
Due to the nonideal behavior of the storage, some stored heat energy would be lost. Such
losses are modeled as a linear function of stored energy weighted with a loss coefficient
in Equation (7). The thermal storage charging and discharging powers are capped in
Equations (8) and (9), respectively. Constraint (10) states that the stored thermal energy
can hover within specified limits only, while Equation (11) guarantees that the final energy
level of the thermal storage is greater than or equal to the initial level. Constraint (12)
maintains the energy balance of the deep borehole by ensuring that the total heat energy
extracted from the borehole is equal to the heat energy injected over a yearly operating
cycle. Although the borehole reaches a steady-state operation in 10–15 years of continuous
operation, maintaining such energy balance is quite necessary for long-term operation.
Constraint (13), using the regression curve depicted in Figure 5, relates the heat output
with the electricity input of the DWHP system, i.e., the borehole coupled with heat pump,
whereas Equation (14) relates the DWHP input with the extracted heat of the deep borehole,
alone. The input limits of the DWHP during heat extraction are defined in Equation (15).
The binary variable in Equations (13)–(15) ensures that the DWHP operates according to
specified limits, as depicted in Figure 5.
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In order to linearize the quadratic term in Equations (13) and (14), special ordered sets
of type 2 (SOS2) variables are employed in Equations (16) and (17). SOS2 is a set of variables
in which at most two variables take nonzero values, and these variables are adjacent to
each other [12,32]. The base of the quadratic term, i.e., a continuous variable, is first
represented as a sum of a finite number of breakpoints weighted with SOS2 variables, as in
Equation (16). The square of the continuous variables is then evaluated using Equation
(17). Another necessary condition is that the sum of SOS2 variables must be equal to
unity, which is implemented in Equation (18). The Constraints (19) and (20) describe the
operation of DWHP in heat injection mode following the same linearization procedure as
in Equations (21)–(23). To ensure that both heat extraction and heat injection do not occur
simultaneously, Equation (24) is applied.
Constraints (25) and (26) represent the discrete version of the two-capacity building
model that is used to calculate the space heating demand and capture the indoor ambient
temperature variation in a detached house. When DR is enabled, the indoor temperature
can mutate between a predefined dead band, as modeled in Equation (27). A binary
variable is used to relax the upper comfort limit of the indoor temperature if the day gets
warm and heating is not needed [33]. It is further supported by Constraint (28), establishing
that heating is either zero or turned on to keep the indoor temperature within the thermal
comfort band. According to Equation (29), the net flexibility of space heating load for each
household is set to zero over the horizon, so that the annual demand remains the same with
or without activating DR. Finally, the allowed wind curtailment level can be tuned using
Equation (30) to ensure that the thermal storage operation coordinates with the available
wind generation.
4. Case Study
4.1. Simulation Parameters
We consider the weather profile of Helsinki, Finland. The wind speed time series
Ptw at the height of 50 m above sea level was prepared using the framework in [34]. A
statistical approach was employed by [34] without any site-specific measured data to
simulate 100 yearly wind speed profiles at varying heights for different locations in Finland.
The hourly outdoor temperature profile was obtained from the Finnish Meteorological
Institute [35]. Having known the wind speed, the corresponding wind power generation
could be computed using cut-in speed and rated speed of wind turbine, which can be
obtained from the wind turbine datasheet. We considered a wind farm with a rated output
power of 700 kW, which was increased in steps. For the DWHP operation, SOS2 variables
with three breakpoints were used in both the heat extraction and the injection case.
The time-dependent weather parameters spanning 8760 h were clustered using the
methodology explained in Section 2.3. Figure 7 illustrates the wind speed and the outdoor
temperature profiles using 1252 representative time steps obtained by chronologically
clustering the 8760 h. Although, in Figure 7, the time resolution is not hourly, based on the
duration of each time step, abrupt variations and the seasonal trend in the input profiles
are still appropriately captured by chronological clustering. The reason to cluster such
driving factors directly instead of corresponding power levels is that the parameter, such as
outdoor temperature, significantly affects the space heating decision variable, thus enables
to utilize the clustered data in the DR mechanism separately.
A small-scale community comprising 100 single-family two-floor detached houses,
each equipped with the DH facility, was considered. It was assumed that there was an
aggregator that owned a wind farm and controlled the operation of the DWHP system and
a separate thermal storage in tandem. Moreover, a smart environment was assumed, in
which the aggregator was authorized to schedule the DH load of each house and knew the
individual load parameters, including thermal comfort levels, by communicating with the
home energy management system (HEMS) installed with each end-user. The aggregator
operated the resources optimally to minimize the thermal storage size, while covering the
DH demand through P2H conversion, only. The calibrated two-capacity model parameters
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of the prototype house are listed in Table 1 [11,12]. The rated power of the heating unit
for each house was distributed around a mean value of 7 kW, while the mean house area
was 180 m2 . The indoor heating set-point temperature of each household was 21 ◦ C, which
could deviate within ±0.5 ◦ C when the DR was activated [25]. To reduce the computational
burden further, a set of fewer representative houses with the DH load comprising only
space heating load was considered in this study. The domestic hot water consumption
was ignored, as well as that the associated DH network losses were negligible. It was
assumed that houses were continuously occupied over the study horizon so that there was
always a heating demand, and thermal comfort had to be maintained in each time step of
the horizon. The heat gains from lighting, equipment, occupants and solar irradiation in
a detached house were simulated using the IDA–ICE tool. Such heat gains for a typical
house have been depicted in Figure 8. Based on these assumptions, Figure 9 illustrates the
corresponding space heating demand and wind power generated using the clustered data
shown in Figure 7. The annual DH demand and the wind power production corresponding
to the given weather profiles total 1.13 GWh and 2.05 GWh, respectively.

Figure 7. Input data time series using 1252 representative time steps clustered chronologically. (a) Outdoor temperature. (b)
Wind speed at 50 m height.
Table 1. Calibrated two-capacity model parameters.
Parameter
He ,

Hm ,

Hg ,

Hx ,

Cm , Ca
Tx , Tg

Hy

Unit

Value

W/◦ C/m2

0.29, 5.16, 0.05, 0.48, 0.33
31.14, 3.616
18, 10

Wh/◦ C/m2
◦C

The simulation horizon was one year, i.e., from 1 January to 31 December. The
input data included outdoor temperature, wind speed, two-capacity building parameters,
households’ thermal comfort preferences and their load parameters. The decision variables
comprised thermal storage size, its charging and discharging power, capacity variation,
curtailed wind power, the DWHP operation and the DR. The chronological clustering
was performed in Matlab prior to simulating the MILP problem (Equations (3)–(30)) in
Matlab–GAMS platform. The CPLEX solver was used to solve the proposed model on a
Windows desktop computer with a 3.4 GHz Intel Xeon processor and 48 GB RAM. The
simulation time related to clustering, for reducing 8760 h to 1252 representative time steps,
was about 55 min, whereas the simulation time of the MILP problem (Equations (3)–(30))
employing 1252 representative time steps was about 7 min.
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Figure 8. Heat gains in a detached house. (a) Internal heat gains from lighting, equipment and
occupants. (b) Solar heat gains.

Figure 9. Input data time series using 1252 representative time steps. (a) Total district heat demand. (b) Wind power.

4.2. Simulation Results
We simulated two cases. The first was the business-as-usual (BAU) case, in which the
indoor temperature of each household was strictly fixed to the set-point temperature of
21 ◦ C during the heating period. It was accomplished by setting the thermal comfort band
to zero in Equation (27). In the second case, DR was activated, and the indoor temperature
could vary within ±0.5 ◦ C from the set-point. For either case, wind curtailment level was
set to 10% at the most, and the thermal storage parameters were set as η ch = η dch = 0.9,
initial SoC was 50% and loss coefficient µ = 0.2% per hour.
Figure 10 demonstrates the thermal storage evolution for the BAU case. The SoC
dynamics of the thermal storage show that its operation was more demanding in the winter
season, when the DH demand was also high. On the contrary, storage was occasionally
charged or discharged during the summer season, since the heating was turned on and
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off, depending on the outdoor temperature, as depicted in Figure 9a. The optimal storage
size was simulated as 31.44 MWh, which just forms 2.78% of the annual DH demand.
Such an outcome is significantly supported by coordinating the DWHP operation with the
thermal storage. The heat extracted and injected from the deep heat borehole is depicted in
Figure 11. For a comparison, heat extracted from the DWHP is also portrayed alongside. In
Figure 11, the difference between the heat extracted from the borehole, alone, and that from
the DWHP system represents the heat pump compression power required to further raise
the temperature of the heat source. Moreover, heat injection mostly functions during lowdemand periods, when thermal storage is also oscillating around its maximum capacity.
Simulation results show that a total of 337.3 MWh of heat energy was extracted from or
injected into the borehole, alone.

Figure 10. State of charge (SoC) of the thermal storage in the business-as-usual (BAU) case.

Figure 11. The DWHP and bore hole operation in the BAU case. (a) Heat extraction. (b) Heat injection.

The simulation results show significant improvement when the DR of the heating
load was unleashed. The required thermal storage capacity reduced to 12.87 MWh, which
is 2.5 times smaller, as compared to that in the BAU case. Moreover, this storage size
merely constitutes 1.14% of the annual DH demand. The storage capacity variation over
the horizon is illustrated in Figure 12. The DR case results in more heat energy extracted
or injected into the bore hole, as depicted in Figure 13, and this energy aggregates to
482.45 MWh per annum. The reason behind this outcome is that the maximum allowed
wind power curtailment level was maintained via Equation (30). The BAU case had more
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opportunities to utilize wind power, due to a higher thermal storage capacity and storage
losses, which required more charging energy during the horizon. Contrarily, the thermal
storage in the DR case resulted in a relatively smaller capacity and, hence, led to lower
storage losses and the charging energy. To maintain the desired curtailment level, more
wind power was utilized to operate the DWHP system, instead.

Figure 12. State of charge (SoC) of the thermal storage in the demand response (DR) case.

Figure 13. The deep heat bore hole operation in the DR case. (a) Heat extraction from borehole. (b)
Heat injected to borehole.

Figure 14 shows the DH demand during DR, which is quite different from that in the
BAU case, as depicted in Figure 9a. In Figure 14, the DH demand has a fluctuating nature,
as the heating units are frequently operated to utilize the extreme limits of the predefined
thermal comfort band to effectively balance the wind generation level. Nonetheless, the
annual aggregated demand remained the same, i.e., 1.13 GWh. Note that, according to the
simulation results, even in the absence of a heating period, the indoor ambient temperature
remained between 21 ◦ C and 22 ◦ C for both cases.
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Figure 14. District heating demand in the DR case.

Figure 15 demonstrates the variation in thermal storage size and the wind power
spillage with respect to the increasing wind power penetrations. Please note that higher
wind power penetrations require higher wind power curtailment limits if the DH demand
is the same. For this reason, the wind curtailment limit was increased to 40% to carry
out this sensitivity analysis. As can be seen in Figure 15, the required storage capacity
remarkably decreases from 2.78% of the aggregated DH demand to 1.7% when the wind
generation is oversized to about 140% of the initial capacity in the BAU case. Contrarily, in
the DR case, the storage size did not show any significant improvement with the increasing
wind power penetrations and rather showed a saturating trend. Figure 15 also proves that
the DR of the DH demand is more effective in reducing the storage size when compared
with increasing wind power investments, which also results in more wind power spillage.

Figure 15. Effect of increasing wind power penetration on storage size and wind generation curtailments (Maximum wind curtailment = 40%).

The simulation results presented above were based on a single run of wind speed
time series. To account for the variability and uncertain nature associated with the weather
parameters, it was important to solve the optimization model for different input data and
determine relevant statistics of the results. For this purpose, the model (Equations (3)–(30))
was solved for 19 distinct weather input time series obtained from [34]. Each weather time
series data was first clustered chronologically into 1252 representative time-steps, and the
model was simulated for both the BAU and the DR case. The mean, standard deviation
and confidence bounds were determined, which are summarized in Table 2. The spread,
including the interquartile range of the obtained results, are also demonstrated using a
box-plot in Figure 16. The higher standard deviation relative to the mean value for the DR
case, as listed in Table 2, is explained by the higher extreme values and the outlier, as can be
seen in Figure 16. However, the mean value falls within the interquartile range, implying
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that considering a greater number of inputs would certainly reduce the standard deviation
and shorten the interquartile range, as well.
Table 2. Storage size statistics.
Case

Mean (MWh)

Standard Deviation
(MWh)

Lower 95% Confidence Bound
(MWh)

Upper 95% Confidence Bound
(MWh)

BAU
DR

29.172
13.99

7.66
5.37

25.72
11.58

32.61
16.40

Figure 16. Box-plot representation of the simulation results for various wind speed profiles.

Lastly, the impact of increasing the representative periods on the energy storage size
was investigated. Table 3 lists the outcome when the model (Equations (3)–(30)) was
simulated with a higher number of representative time periods. The effect on the storage
size was negligible when representative periods were increased from 1252 to 2920, but
the simulation time increased rapidly. The simulation time nearly doubled at each stage,
when more details of the time series were added, as is visible in Table 3. The model became
intractable before the number of representative periods reached one-half of the number of
hours in the actual time series.
Table 3. Effect of increasing the representative time periods.
No. of Representative Time Periods

Time Series Representation (×8760)

Storage Size (MWh)

Simulation Time

1252
1460
1752
2190
2920

1/7
1/6
1/5
1/4
1/3

12.87
12.53
12.81
13.27
13.32

6 min 46 s
14 min 38 s
32 min 39 s
1 h 49 s
2 h 16 min

5. Conclusions
Renewable energy sources can play a decisive role in reducing carbon emissions
that are proliferating in the district heating sector. However, the inherent intermittency
of such energy sources offers a significant integration challenge to the current power
system. This work was aimed at mitigating curtailments from the perspective of power
systems and simultaneously concluded a zero-emission district heating system by utilizing
direct P2H conversion from wind generation. The task utilizes a 2-km-DWHP system
and thermal storage coupled with the existing DH system. Accordingly, a framework
was proposed to minimize the size of the community-scale thermal storage. The second
contribution involved employing chronological time period clustering to accurately solve
the optimization problem for a period of one year. The model was applied to a case study
in Finland. The main findings are summarized as follows:
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•

•

•

The simulation results proved that considering a small thermal storage in tandem
with the DWHP prototype can cover the DH demand of a community. On average,
the required optimal size of the thermal storage in the BAU case is just 29.172 MWh,
i.e., 2.58% of the DH demand.
DR can play a complementary role to economically satisfy the DH demand without
oversizing the wind generation, which would otherwise result in an increased power
spillage. Activating DR reduces the storage size, on average, to 13.99 MWh, i.e., 1.24%
of the DH demand.
The precision of the results was evaluated by increasing the number of representative
time periods. The storage size increased slightly when the time series representation increased from 1252 clusters to 2920 clusters. However, the simulation time
rose rapidly.

The study was mainly focused on a community-scale district heating demand. In the
future, the study shall be extended to the municipality-level district heating demand with
more deep heat boreholes, while considering the electrical and the DH network. The heat
and power losses in the network would somehow affect the benefits obtained from the
proposed model.
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Nomenclature
Sets
t, T
n, N
i, I
j, J
Parameters
A1 , A2 , A3
B1 , B2 , B3
C1 , C2 , C3
Cna
Cnm
Di , Ej
Hnm
Hne
y
Hn
Hnx
g
Hn
M
Ptw
TS,ch
Pmax
dwhp,e

Pmin

dwhp,e

Pmax

dwhp,i

Pmin

,

dwhp,,i

Pmax
Qmax
n
TS,dch
Qmax
TS
SOCmin
g
T

,

index and set of time steps
index and set of households
index and set of breakpoints for SOS2 variables during heat injection
index and set of breakpoints for SOS2 variables during heat extraction
Regression coefficients for heat extracted by the DWHP
Regression coefficients for the heat extracted by the deep bore hole alone
Regression coefficients for the heat injected into the deep bore hole alone
Thermal capacitance of indoor air (Wh/◦ C/m2 )
Thermal capacitance of building fabric (Wh/◦ C/m2 )
Breakpoints for SOS2 variables
Heat conductance between indoor air and building fabric (W/◦ C/m2 )
Heat conductance between external air and indoor air (W/◦ C/m2 )
Heat conductance between external air and building fabric (W/◦ C/m2 )
Heat conductance between heating air and indoor air (W/◦ C/m2 )
Heat conductance between indoor air and ground (W/◦ C/m2 )
a big number
Wind power generation in time step t (W)
Maximum charging power of the thermal storage (W)
Minimum and maximum input power of the DWHP during heat extraction, respectively (W)
Minimum and maximum input power of the DWHP during heat injection, respectively (W)
Rated power of the heating unit of house n (W)
Maximum discharging heat power of the thermal storage (W)
Minimum allowed state of charge of the thermal storage (Wh)
Ground node temperature (◦ C)
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Tx
Tnset
α
∆
βhn
ωt
η ch , η dch
µ
sol , φint
φt,n
t,n
Variables
PtTS,ch

dwhp,e
Pt
dwhp,i
Pt
Ptwc
QtTS,dch
h
Qt,n
dwhp,e
Qt
QtBH,e ,
QtBH,i
TS ,
SOCmax
SOCtTS
a
Tt,n
m
Tt,n

ut , vt
h
xt,n
yt,i , zt,j
εloss
t
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Temperature of heating air (◦ C)
Indoor set-point temperature of household n (◦ C)
Wind curtailment level
Width of the temperature dead band (◦ C)
Annual space heating demand of household n (Wh)
Duration of time step t (hours)
Charging and discharging efficiency of the thermal storage
Thermal storage loss coefficient
Solar and internal heat gains in house n in time step t, respectively (W)
Charging power of the thermal storage (W)
Input power of the DWHP during heat extraction in time step t (W)
Input power of the DWHP during heat injection in time step t (W)
Wind power curtailed in time step t (W)
Discharging power of the thermal storage (W)
Heating power required in house n in time step t (W)
Heat extracted by the DWHP in time step t (W)
Heat extracted and injected to the deep bore hole in time step t, respectively (W)
Maximum capacity and instantaneous capacity of the thermal storage in time t, respectively (Wh)
Indoor ambient temperature of house n in time step t (◦ C)
Building mass temperature of house n in time step t (◦ C)
Binary variables for the heat extraction and heat injection, respectively
Binary variable for the heating power of household n in time step t
SOS2 variables for calculating the square of continuous variables
Storage losses of the thermal storage in time step t (Wh)
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